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ABSTRACT

this article accents recent problems of implementation by peacekeeping operations. 
Article reflects elementary basics of Department of Peacekeeping operations and its 
role in working process of united nations. in text are also shown the basic attributes 
of tasks by Security council of united nations. one part concerns history of 
peacekeeping operations and the most famous peacekeeping operations in past. in the 
second part of article we are dealing with issues of new technologies and innovation 
for future, respectively recent peacekeeping operations. in conclusion we are showing 
threats and risks for current situation and suggestions de lege ferenda, especially in 
czech republic.
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Introduction

this study will deal with the organization of united nations which is 
one of the most important organization for peacekeeping operations all 
over the world. United Nations were established on 26 June 1945 in San 
francisco, united States and then took effect by formal inauguration in 
Washington D.C. on 24 October 1945. United Nations organization is 
placed in New York and has 193 members.

in the current times united nations needs to cooperate with another or-
ganizations, mainly: european union, north Atlantic treaty organization, 
organization for Security and cooperation in europe and another. the 
organizations shown above support united nations and its activities mostly 
in areas for preventing of conflicts, respecting human rights, prevention of 
terrorism and humanitarian support, post-conflicts stabilization, suppres-
sion of crime and drugs smuggling, economic development etc.

this article will also show the structure of united nations, especially De-
partment of Peacekeeping operations. Department of Peacekeeping opera-
tions deals with sending and management of the peace forces which should 
help with building up peace and security in areas of armed conflicts or for 
example locations where are violating basic human rights and liberties.

in the recent times united nations and another international organi-
zations need to respond to global changes of all the world’s problems and 
still need to analyze new threats (terrorism, proliferation of weapons of 
mass destruction, ethnic and religious conflicts). the reform effort’s goal 
is to improve effectiveness of united nations and make the position of 
united nations stronger for a civil society. one of the most important 
thing is the change of financial issues in United Nations. One of the ques-
tionable deals are reforms of peacekeeping actions.

organization of united nations each time is realizing one of the prior-
ities. Which of them has in some time higher or lower priority but we are 
going to describe specifically peacekeeping action attributes.

in the current times many global, but also regional conflicts, are com-
ing up. this conflicts are not practical solvation (missing any concep-
tion), especially for ethnic and religious conflicts. for solving conflicts 
diplomatic instruments can be used, which in recent times are mostly 
ineffective or are not even implemented. in the conflict or post-conflict 
situation we have to apply instruments which are directly dedicated for 
character of this kind of conflicts. operations of this time are called the 


